
App How it Works Free Version includes Paid Version 

Chispa Designed for the 

Latino dating 

scene; sends 

you 

personalized list 

of profiles where 

you're able to 

like profiles and 

start chatting. 

Simply scroll 

through a 

personalized list 

of profiles. If 

you're 

interested, slide 

the profile to the 

right to give the 

person a 'Like', 

or click the 

'Heart' icon. If 

the feeling's 

mutual, then 

you're a match 

and can start 

chatting in our 

app right away.

Register and create a 

profile Upload photos 

Browse profiles

“Boost” makes your 

profile more visible, 

placing you at the top of 

all profiles in your area 

for 30 minutes. “Super 

Chispa” works by letting 

someone know that you 

like them. Once they’ve 

been notified, they can 

immediately decide if 

they like you back (or 

not!)

WooPlus Message 

anyone and see 

read 

receipts/Have 

more potential 

matches each 

day/Message 

and chat with 

any 

member/Include

s additional 

search options 

including by 

location, 

ethnicity and 

more/Restart 

your Expired 

Matches (from 

when you where 

a free 

member)/Elimin

ate the Match 

expiry 

countdown and 

keep all your 

matches active

Message anyone and 

see read 

receipts/Have more 

potential matches 

each day/Message 

and chat with any 

member/Includes 

additional search 

options including by 

location, ethnicity and 

more/Restart your 

Expired Matches (from 

when you where a free 

member)/Eliminate the 

Match expiry 

countdown and keep 

all your matches active

Message anyone and 

see read receipts/Have 

more potential matches 

each day/Message and 

chat with any 

member/Includes 

additional search options 

including by location, 

ethnicity and 

more/Restart your 

Expired Matches (from 

when you where a free 

member)/Eliminate the 

Match expiry countdown 

and keep all your 

matches active



Match  Match will show 

you one profile 

at a time, and 

you can decide 

to match them 

or skip them. 

(Unlike 

Tinder, Match gi

ves you 

significantly 

more 

information on 

the person, so 

it's not just the 

blind swipe 

based on 

whether you 

think they're hot 

or not

You can create a profile, 

upload photos, receive 

emails, and send and 

receive Winks without 

paying anything. The 

site also 

allows free members to 

send messages to their 

Top Picks — the most 

compatible profiles 

online.

Browsing anonymously, 

a 'read' notification in 

messages, and voice 

calling

Bumble When two 

people “like” 

each other’s 

profile by 

swiping right, a 

“connection” 

(match) is 

formed and 

messages can 

then be 

exchanged.

But there’s a 

catch – women 

have to start the 

Bumble 

conversation, 

and they have to 

do it within a 24-

hour window. 

Men must then 

respond to that 

message within 

24 hours.

you can swipe right or 

left on as many profiles 

as you like. If you match, 

you can talk to as many 

people as you like 

(assuming the woman 

messages first in a 

straight couple), and 

you're given one extend 

per day.

See everyone who 

swiped right on you 

with Beeline.  Rematch 

with expired 

connections.  Extend 

your matches by 24 

hours.  Backtrack on 

accidental left swipes.   

Get unlimited swipes.  

Put yourself in the 

Spotlight.  Use five 

SuperSwipes per week.  

Focus on what you’re 

looking for with 

Advanced Filters.  

Activate Incognito Mode 

for more privacy.   Swipe 

in other locations with 

Travel Mode.



Clover By using your 

GPS 

information, it 

lets you see 

singles around 

your area. It has 

a special feature 

that lets you 

choose a profile, 

suggest a time 

and place, just 

wait for them to 

confirm, then 

immediately get 

a date.

Multiple photos can be 

viewed for free/Unlike 

most dating apps, 

profiles are not swiped 

on/You can "Play 20 

Questions", "Request a 

Date", or "Recommend 

to a Friend"/See the 

Chatrooms (called 

Mixers) someone has 

joined

Send messages to 

anyone, matched or 

not/Use all the apps 

features, include profile 

search/Live video chat & 

voice calling/Send 

audio/video/photos and 

gifts/Advanced search 

filters like intention, 

height, income etc./Free 

profile boost every 

week/See who checked 

out your profile/Sort your 

prospects (matches) by 

age, income, location, 

online, etc./No ads

CoffeeMeetsBagel Every day 

around noon, 

we'll deliver 

your bagels to 

the main section 

of CMB: 

Suggested. 

After looking 

through 

your bagel's pro

file and pictures, 

you can like or 

politely pass on 

them. If you like 

your bagel, and 

your bagel has 

already liked 

you, it's a 

match! You can 

start chatting 

right away.

core app features, such 

as 

liking/passing and chatti

ng with suggested 

matches, are free to use

buying beans—our in-

app currency—or 

subscribing to unlock 

special features, such 

as Read Receipts, 

Activity 

Reports, and Liking in 

Discover.

Badoo When they first 

sign up, 

individuals 

select whether 

they want to 

meet new 

people to date, 

chat or to make 

new friends. 

Users can chat, 

match with 

others, upload 

photos and 

videos, as well 

as share their 

interests and 

see any friends 

in common.

unlimited messaging, 

searching for members, 

and receiving daily 

matches.

See who liked your 

profile in 

Encounters/See who 

added you to their 

“Favorites” list/Browse 

through profiles 

anonymously/Undo 

your last vote/Chat with 

the most popular 

Badoo users/Contact 

new users right 

away/Your messages 

get priority in the 

recipients inbox/Unlock 

“cool” stickers/No 

adsNo ads



happn The app keeps 

track of where 

you are, in real 

time, and when 

another user 

passes by a 

spot you've 

been at before, 

their profile will 

show up in your 

feed. Similar to 

Tinder, the two 

of you can only 

talk to each 

other if you've 

both "liked" 

each other, by 

pressing the 

heart on their 

page

See a full list of who has 

already liked your 

profile, so if you're 

interested it's an instant 

crush./Send up to 10 

FlashNotes daily/See 

only profiles that meet 

your specified match 

criteria/Unlimited profile 

reactions/Use Invisibility 

Mode to turn the 

geolocation feature 

off/Control what 

information is shared 

with your potential 

crushes/Use the 

“Second Chance” 

feature to undo a pass/5 

video calls each month 

(which can last up to an 

hour each)/No ads

In addition to enjoying 

the app without ads and 

getting up to 10 

FlashNotes to send per 

day, the Premium 

subscription now gives 

you access to the list of 

people who have Liked 

your profile, lets you 

schedule Invisible mode, 

hide key personal 

information, rewind when 

you skipped over a 

profile too quickly and 

use the Video call 

feature 5 times for up to 

an hour. 

Hinge works by 

matching users 

based on their 

answers to the 

questions upon 

sign-up. Users 

need to like a 

specific section 

of another 

member's profile 

in order to send 

the like.

view profiles, send 

limited likes, match with 

users and message 

them

Unlimited Likes/See 

everyone who “liked” you 

in one view/Unlock the 

advanced preferences



POF  can type free 

texts back and 

forth with others. 

Communication 

is unlimited, 

even if you only 

have a standard 

account. One 

cool feature of 

communication 

in POF is that 

you can use 

your phone's 

microphone to 

record a voice 

message and 

send it to 

another user.

You can connect with 

your match based on 

common interests./You 

can search for people 

with filters./You can find 

profiles that have similar 

to your crush./Meet 

people who voted you 

with "Yes."

See if she read or 

deleted your 

message./Get 

highlighted in her search 

results. If she’s scrolling 

through profiles while 

catching up on Game Of 

Thrones, that tan box 

can help catch her 

eye./Priority placement 

on Meet Me!, the section 

of the site where you can 

say “Yes”, “No”,  “Maybe” 

or “Super Yes” to 

meeting with a user 

based solely on profile 

pictures./See who's 

interested in meeting 

you. Upgraded members 

can also see who said 

“Yes” to their photos, 

which makes it easy to 

send her an icebreaker. 

If she’s already 

expressed interest, she’s 

likely to respond to your 

message/See exactly 

when a user checked out 

your profile./The ability to 

change your POF 

username /Access to the 

username search on 

POF’s app.

okCupid Set up your 

account/Write 

your Bio/ 

Answer the 

Questions/Send 

out your 

Likes/Find 

Matches that 

sent you Likes

you can see all of your 

potential matches, send 

and receive unlimited 

Likes (we'll even let you 

know if you like each 

other, for free!), and 

send and receive 

messages

Get a day's worth of 

views in just a few 

minutes! You can 

purchase profile boosts 

individually, or in 

discounted multi-

packs./Read Receipts 

will help you find out! 

You can purchase Read 

Receipts individually, or 

in discounted multi-

packs./See everyone 

who Likes you before 

you Like them/See 

everyone's public 

answers to their 

questions before you 

answer/Turn incognito 

on or off at any time - 

you're in control! 


